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Remember we told you that our
research team thought Kamrita
might be pregnant? They were right.
And we’re delighted to reveal these
amazing images of our tigress and
her stripy new arrival. We hope
you’re very proud, as the pictures
were taken on camera traps you
helped provide.

A big welcome to your tiger update, and
a huge thank you for helping to protect
these incredible cats through your
adoption. Earlier we asked you to send
in your questions about tigers and lots of
you responded. I’ve been busy answering
them and, as promised, we’ll feature a
selection in your updates, starting with
this issue. Happy reading!

Our intrepid researchers were
determined to find both Kamrita
and her older daughter Ranu,
who shares the same territory.
They placed camera traps in all
the tigers’ favourite haunts.
Then they waited… and waited.

Tiger cubs depend
on their mother
for food until
they are about
18-20 months old

Camera thief?

DID YOU
KNOW?

Keep up! Kamrita leads her new cub through the park

Welcome

A total of 14 were photographed,
including another female with
a cub, and three adult males.
The tigers were all in the same
80 sq km area of the park, which
is a really positive sign that the
population there is thriving.

Kamrita and her family weren’t
the only tigers caught on camera.

Stripy snaps
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As you can see, Ranu was
photographed too. Earlier this
year she showed signs of being
pregnant, but it seems this was
unsuccessful as there are no cubs
in any of her pictures. At around
three years old, Ranu has only just
reached the age when female tigers
begin breeding, so she has plenty
of time ahead of her.

Kamrita has a gorgeous new cub –
and they’ve both been caught on camera

MUM’S THE WORD

Female tigers
give birth every
three years on
average

3 years

Lovely Ranu was photographed in one of her favourite haunts

On day 11, the camera traps revealed
images of Kamrita, accompanied
by her offspring. The new cub looks
healthy, but from the photos we have
so far it’s impossible to tell whether
it’s male or female. We’ll let you know
as soon as we can.

He or she?
My tigers field report

My tigers field report

how you’re helping tigers

The rangers regularly check the camera traps and study any
photographs to identify individual tigers. They
can tell which tiger is which because every
single tiger has a unique set of stripes. The
rangers also check for telltale tiger
signs such as scratch marks on
trees and pugmarks (paw prints).

“Is it true that
tigers chuff and
don’t roar?”

Tigers make a kind of puffing
sound called a chuff and
they roar.

T ig e r

Let’s

Thank you.
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As well as helping to buy the camera traps
that filmed Kamrita and her wild neighbours,
funds from tiger adoptions have recently been
used to train and equip park staff, and for GPS
devices to help them track the tigers. The team are
planning to buy 20 more camera traps soon. You
and your fellow tiger adopters also help support
our wider work to safeguard tiger habitats
and protect tigers from poaching.

There are
around 200
tigers in
Nepal,
and we’re
working
hard to
protect
them

One of the ways we keep track of Kamrita and other wild tigers is by
using camera traps. A camera trap is basically a mediumsized waterproof box with a ‘heat in motion’ sensor and camera inside.
When something warm (like a tiger) crosses the beam, the camera
automatically takes a photo.

My tigers
YOUR ADOPTION UPDATE

MEET KAMRITA’S
NEW CUB
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Cat’s cradle

During the recent camera trap
survey, our researchers were
amazed to find photos of a cheeky
tigress actually snatching a
camera from a tree. She went
off into the forest with it.
Perhaps she doesn’t like
having her picture taken!
© WWF-NEPAL

Days went by with no photos
of either cat, but the team stayed
vigilant. Despite swelteringly
hot temperatures of over
40°C they trekked out to check
the camera traps time and
time again. Thankfully, their
efforts paid off.
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We’re working hard to raise
awareness of poaching and illegal
wildlife trade around the
world, and through your
tiger adoption you’re
playing your part too.

200

“How do you
keep track of
what TIGERS ARE
doing?”

Kamrita is around 10 years old now. Wild tigers live for around 15
years on average, so hopefully she and her cubs still have many years
ahead of them.
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“HOW LONG CAN A
TIGER BE EXPECTED
TO LIVE?”
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Thanks to everyone who responded to our request for
questions. Some are featured here and we’ll include more
in future updates.

CUBS GALORE
With all the good news about Kamrita’s
cub, we thought you might like to see
this amazing footage of a tigress in
India’s Western Ghats. With no fewer
than five playful little ones she really
has her paws full! Watch the wild and
wonderful family at:

•

YOUR TIGER QUESTIONS ANSWERING

Nepal continues to score against the wildlife
criminals, with another year of zero tiger poaching
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Cautious Kamrita has been hiding
out in part of Chitwan National Park
where there are tall grasses, giving
her safe cover to raise her cub. But
of course, this made it difficult for
anyone to spot her.
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Ask an expert

Nepal 3 poachers 0
At a time when
tigers and other
animals are
being rampantly
poached in
other places,
Nepal’s success
is great news.
This is the third
time the
country has celebrated a year of
no reported tiger poaching.
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the only tigers caught on camera.

A total of 14 were photographed,
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a cub, and three adult males.
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80 sq km area of the park, which
is a really positive sign that the
population there is thriving.
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so far it’s impossible to tell whether
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hot temperatures of over
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determined to find both Kamrita
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Kamrita is around 10 years old now. Wild tigers live for around 15
years on average, so hopefully she and her cubs still have many years
ahead of them.
One of the ways we keep track of Kamrita and other wild tigers is by
using camera traps. A camera trap is basically a mediumsized waterproof box with a ‘heat in motion’ sensor and camera inside.
When something warm (like a tiger) crosses the beam, the camera
automatically takes a photo.
The rangers regularly check the camera traps and study any
photographs to identify individual tigers. They
can tell which tiger is which because every
single tiger has a unique set of stripes. The
rangers also check for telltale tiger
signs such as scratch marks on
trees and pugmarks (paw prints).
Tigers make a kind of puffing
sound called a chuff and
they roar.
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With all the good news about Kamrita’s
cub, we thought you might like to see
this amazing footage of a tigress in
India’s Western Ghats. With no fewer
than five playful little ones she really
has her paws full! Watch the wild and
wonderful family at:

wwf.org.uk/tigerfamily

We’re working hard to raise
awareness of poaching and illegal
wildlife trade around the
world, and through your
tiger adoption you’re
playing your part too.

“Is it true that
tigers chuff and
don’t roar?”

how you’re helping tigers
As well as helping to buy the camera traps
that filmed Kamrita and her wild neighbours,
funds from tiger adoptions have recently been
used to train and equip park staff, and for GPS
devices to help them track the tigers. The team are
planning to buy 20 more camera traps soon. You
and your fellow tiger adopters also help support
our wider work to safeguard tiger habitats
and protect tigers from poaching.
Thank you.
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Cat’s cradle
A big welcome to your tiger update, and
a huge thank you for helping to protect
these incredible cats through your
adoption. Earlier we asked you to send
in your questions about tigers and lots of
you responded. I’ve been busy answering
them and, as promised, we’ll feature a
selection in your updates, starting with
this issue. Happy reading!
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As you can see, Ranu was
photographed too. Earlier this
year she showed signs of being
pregnant, but it seems this was
unsuccessful as there are no cubs
in any of her pictures. At around
three years old, Ranu has only just
reached the age when female tigers
begin breeding, so she has plenty
of time ahead of her.

Kamrita has a gorgeous new cub –
and they’ve both been caught on camera
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A total of 14 were photographed,
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a cub, and three adult males.
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80 sq km area of the park, which
is a really positive sign that the
population there is thriving.
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Lovely Ranu was photographed in one of her favourite haunts

On day 11, the camera traps revealed
images of Kamrita, accompanied
by her offspring. The new cub looks
healthy, but from the photos we have
so far it’s impossible to tell whether
it’s male or female. We’ll let you know
as soon as we can.
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Days went by with no photos
of either cat, but the team stayed
vigilant. Despite swelteringly
hot temperatures of over
40°C they trekked out to check
the camera traps time and
time again. Thankfully, their
efforts paid off.
Our intrepid researchers were
determined to find both Kamrita
and her older daughter Ranu,
who shares the same territory.
They placed camera traps in all
the tigers’ favourite haunts.
Then they waited… and waited.
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Thanks to everyone who responded to our request for
questions. Some are featured here and we’ll include more
in future updates.
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Kamrita is around 10 years old now. Wild tigers live for around 15
years on average, so hopefully she and her cubs still have many years
ahead of them.
One of the ways we keep track of Kamrita and other wild tigers is by
using camera traps. A camera trap is basically a mediumsized waterproof box with a ‘heat in motion’ sensor and camera inside.
When something warm (like a tiger) crosses the beam, the camera
automatically takes a photo.
The rangers regularly check the camera traps and study any
photographs to identify individual tigers. They
can tell which tiger is which because every
single tiger has a unique set of stripes. The
rangers also check for telltale tiger
signs such as scratch marks on
trees and pugmarks (paw prints).
Tigers make a kind of puffing
sound called a chuff and
they roar.
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With all the good news about Kamrita’s
cub, we thought you might like to see
this amazing footage of a tigress in
India’s Western Ghats. With no fewer
than five playful little ones she really
has her paws full! Watch the wild and
wonderful family at:

wwf.org.uk/tigerfamily

We’re working hard to raise
awareness of poaching and illegal
wildlife trade around the
world, and through your
tiger adoption you’re
playing your part too.

“Is it true that
tigers chuff and
don’t roar?”

how you’re helping tigers
As well as helping to buy the camera traps
that filmed Kamrita and her wild neighbours,
funds from tiger adoptions have recently been
used to train and equip park staff, and for GPS
devices to help them track the tigers. The team are
planning to buy 20 more camera traps soon. You
and your fellow tiger adopters also help support
our wider work to safeguard tiger habitats
and protect tigers from poaching.
Thank you.
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of time ahead of her.

Kamrita has a gorgeous new cub –
and they’ve both been caught on camera

MUM’S THE WORD

Female tigers
give birth every
three years on
average

3 years

Lovely Ranu was photographed in one of her favourite haunts

On day 11, the camera traps revealed
images of Kamrita, accompanied
by her offspring. The new cub looks
healthy, but from the photos we have
so far it’s impossible to tell whether
it’s male or female. We’ll let you know
as soon as we can.

He or she?
My tigers field report

My tigers field report

how you’re helping tigers

The rangers regularly check the camera traps and study any
photographs to identify individual tigers. They
can tell which tiger is which because every
single tiger has a unique set of stripes. The
rangers also check for telltale tiger
signs such as scratch marks on
trees and pugmarks (paw prints).

“Is it true that
tigers chuff and
don’t roar?”

Tigers make a kind of puffing
sound called a chuff and
they roar.

T ig e r

Let’s

Thank you.
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As well as helping to buy the camera traps
that filmed Kamrita and her wild neighbours,
funds from tiger adoptions have recently been
used to train and equip park staff, and for GPS
devices to help them track the tigers. The team are
planning to buy 20 more camera traps soon. You
and your fellow tiger adopters also help support
our wider work to safeguard tiger habitats
and protect tigers from poaching.

There are
around 200
tigers in
Nepal,
and we’re
working
hard to
protect
them

One of the ways we keep track of Kamrita and other wild tigers is by
using camera traps. A camera trap is basically a mediumsized waterproof box with a ‘heat in motion’ sensor and camera inside.
When something warm (like a tiger) crosses the beam, the camera
automatically takes a photo.

My tigers
YOUR ADOPTION UPDATE

MEET KAMRITA’S
NEW CUB
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Cat’s cradle

During the recent camera trap
survey, our researchers were
amazed to find photos of a cheeky
tigress actually snatching a
camera from a tree. She went
off into the forest with it.
Perhaps she doesn’t like
having her picture taken!
© WWF-NEPAL

Days went by with no photos
of either cat, but the team stayed
vigilant. Despite swelteringly
hot temperatures of over
40°C they trekked out to check
the camera traps time and
time again. Thankfully, their
efforts paid off.
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We’re working hard to raise
awareness of poaching and illegal
wildlife trade around the
world, and through your
tiger adoption you’re
playing your part too.

200

“How do you
keep track of
what TIGERS ARE
doing?”

Kamrita is around 10 years old now. Wild tigers live for around 15
years on average, so hopefully she and her cubs still have many years
ahead of them.
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“HOW LONG CAN A
TIGER BE EXPECTED
TO LIVE?”
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Thanks to everyone who responded to our request for
questions. Some are featured here and we’ll include more
in future updates.

CUBS GALORE
With all the good news about Kamrita’s
cub, we thought you might like to see
this amazing footage of a tigress in
India’s Western Ghats. With no fewer
than five playful little ones she really
has her paws full! Watch the wild and
wonderful family at:

•

YOUR TIGER QUESTIONS ANSWERING

Nepal continues to score against the wildlife
criminals, with another year of zero tiger poaching

Page 5

Gavin Edwards
Conservation Director
WWF-Hong Kong
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Cautious Kamrita has been hiding
out in part of Chitwan National Park
where there are tall grasses, giving
her safe cover to raise her cub. But
of course, this made it difficult for
anyone to spot her.
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Nepal 3 poachers 0
At a time when
tigers and other
animals are
being rampantly
poached in
other places,
Nepal’s success
is great news.
This is the third
time the
country has celebrated a year of
no reported tiger poaching.
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Remember we told you that our
research team thought Kamrita
might be pregnant? They were right.
And we’re delighted to reveal these
amazing images of our tigress and
her stripy new arrival. We hope
you’re very proud, as the pictures
were taken on camera traps you
helped provide.

A big welcome to your tiger update, and
a huge thank you for helping to protect
these incredible cats through your
adoption. Earlier we asked you to send
in your questions about tigers and lots of
you responded. I’ve been busy answering
them and, as promised, we’ll feature a
selection in your updates, starting with
this issue. Happy reading!

Our intrepid researchers were
determined to find both Kamrita
and her older daughter Ranu,
who shares the same territory.
They placed camera traps in all
the tigers’ favourite haunts.
Then they waited… and waited.

Tiger cubs depend
on their mother
for food until
they are about
18-20 months old

Camera thief?

DID YOU
KNOW?

Keep up! Kamrita leads her new cub through the park

Welcome

A total of 14 were photographed,
including another female with
a cub, and three adult males.
The tigers were all in the same
80 sq km area of the park, which
is a really positive sign that the
population there is thriving.

Kamrita and her family weren’t
the only tigers caught on camera.

Stripy snaps
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of time ahead of her.
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As well as helping to buy the camera traps
that filmed Kamrita and her wild neighbours,
funds from tiger adoptions have recently been
used to train and equip park staff, and for GPS
devices to help them track the tigers. The team are
planning to buy 20 more camera traps soon. You
and your fellow tiger adopters also help support
our wider work to safeguard tiger habitats
and protect tigers from poaching.

There are
around 200
tigers in
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and we’re
working
hard to
protect
them

One of the ways we keep track of Kamrita and other wild tigers is by
using camera traps. A camera trap is basically a mediumsized waterproof box with a ‘heat in motion’ sensor and camera inside.
When something warm (like a tiger) crosses the beam, the camera
automatically takes a photo.
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During the recent camera trap
survey, our researchers were
amazed to find photos of a cheeky
tigress actually snatching a
camera from a tree. She went
off into the forest with it.
Perhaps she doesn’t like
having her picture taken!
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Days went by with no photos
of either cat, but the team stayed
vigilant. Despite swelteringly
hot temperatures of over
40°C they trekked out to check
the camera traps time and
time again. Thankfully, their
efforts paid off.
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We’re working hard to raise
awareness of poaching and illegal
wildlife trade around the
world, and through your
tiger adoption you’re
playing your part too.
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“How do you
keep track of
what TIGERS ARE
doing?”

Kamrita is around 10 years old now. Wild tigers live for around 15
years on average, so hopefully she and her cubs still have many years
ahead of them.
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Cautious Kamrita has been hiding
out in part of Chitwan National Park
where there are tall grasses, giving
her safe cover to raise her cub. But
of course, this made it difficult for
anyone to spot her.
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Around the world, wild animals like tigers are under threat. One in four
mammals, one in eight birds and one in three of all amphibians are
facing extinction. All are victims of the same human-induced pressures
of loss of habitat and over exploitation. And climate change piles yet more
stress on these vulnerable creatures. With your support we can build a
sustainable future where the natural environment is protected, species
thrive and conservation is at the core of any development. Here at WWF,
we’re working globally to find the answers that are needed.
wwf.org.hk
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